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WOOM is a European bicycle company that designs and manufactures the highest quality and most adaptable 
bikes for children of all ages. Our attention to detail sets us apart – from our commitment to safety, performance 
and carefully selected, lightweight materials, to our first-of-it’s-kind UPCYCLE program, WOOM is changing the 
paradigm of youth cycling.

WOOM wants to grow with your child.  We’ve created the UPCYCLE program to 
ensure that as your child grows, WOOM bikes is there to provide them with the 
best bike and the best fit.

WOOM No.         

Age             1.5 - 4 years       3 - 5 years        5 - 7 years    7 - 9 years      9 - 13 years            9 - 13 years

Height 85-100cm   95-110cm        105-125cm      125-135cm        125-145cm            140-165cm

     32-39”      37-43”                41-47”               45-51”               49-57”                      55-65”

• Has your child outgrown his or her WOOM 
bike? No problem. Simply purchase the next 
size up, return the old bike, and we’ll reimburse 
40% of the original bike’s purchase price.

• The returned bikes are refurbished and utilized 
in various different youth cycling programs for 
non-for -profit organizations. This will ensure 
that as many children as possible have access 
to quality bikes. A truly sustainable system.

UPCYCLING
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The WOOM 1 is the perfect bike to introduce 
to your child. It is extremely low to the ground 
so your child can start riding as soon as they 
start walking.  It is a great way to introduce the 
concept of balance, so there is never a need for 
training wheels.

$199.00  

The 14” WOOM 2 is the first bike of the WOOM 
family with unique geometry.  The flat seat angle, 
short cranks and low bottom bracket enable your 
child to always have their feet on the ground 
without losing balance.  This bike is small, light-
weight, low to the ground, and the greatest bike 
on the market to help your child pedal freely 
without training wheels.
    
$339.00
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The 20” WOOM 4 is built with optimized geometry 
to enhance riding dynamics.  With 8 gears and 
light off-road tires, this bike is perfect for exploring 
and extended usage.

$449.00

The 16” WOOM 3 is all about offering a lower 
ride height.  The low center of gravity of the 
comparably small triangle frame, in conjunction 
with the high cockpit and stable geometry, all 
help the child to further improve his riding skills.

$369.00
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The 24“ WOOM 5 delivers adult riding dynamics 
with optimized geometry and light profile tires.  Its 
8 gears expand the usage spectrum significantly.  
This model represents the last stage of a bike 
tailored to children. 

$449.00

The 6 inch-model with 26 geometry! A light frame, 
high quality components, 8 gears, and Kendra 
tires ensure a broad range of applications and 
maximum driving pleasure. This youth bike is the 
perfect link between the WOOM children’s bicycles 
and an adult bike.

$499.00
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WOOM CITY
The 20” WOOM 4 CITY and the 24” WOOM 5 CITY bikes are the ideal commuter bikes for children.  Our light weight 
aluminum frame with our dynamic geometry is paired with eight gears, a dynamo powered front and rear lighting 
system, fenders and rear backpack holder.  It is the perfect companion for the road. 

$499.00

$499.00
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ACCESSORIES

Bike Stand Kick Stand Bottle Cage

Personalized Name Sticker

GlovesSRAM Automatix

BellCap
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ACCESSORIES

Shoulder Strap

Carrying Bag

Cones
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